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Summary

Polymers di!er from many common solids. Crystalline solids can be 
thought of as a three-dimensional lattice of point-like atoms. Meanwhile, 
polymers can be thought of as lines of matter, or "laments. #e 
"lamentous shape of single polymer chains explains some of the unique 
material properties of polymer-based materials such as plastics. Cells, 
too, contain a special subclass of polymers called biological polymers. 
#ese polymers give cells mechanical strength, allowing them to resist 
external forces and maintain their shape. Biological polymers also give 
cells the fascinating ability to actively exert forces on their internal 
compartments as well as their environment. Understanding how cells 
resist and exert forces is essential in quantifying cell behavior.

#e goal of this thesis is to better understand biological polymers 
inside cells. Most of our understanding of biological polymers comes 
from idealized experiments in an arti"cial, cell-free environment. Using 
this knowledge to explain the behavior of real cells remains challenging. 
In order to address this shortcoming, I have designed experiments of 
biological polymers con"ned to cellular dimensions, bent into rings, 
and driven by molecular motors.

 In Chapters 2 and 3, I report experiments where biological 
polymers were con"ned to small chambers. #e sizes of these chambers 
compares to the typical size of cells. Little is known about how polymers 
organize when packed into such con"ned spaces. I built customized 
chambers of di!erent shapes to address how con"nement in$uences 
biological polymers. In Chapter 2, I report experiments with liquid 
crystals of the rod-shaped virus bacteriophage fd which are con"ned 
to donut-shaped chambers. I wrote customized so%ware to quantify 
the local alignment of the liquid crystal. #is analysis reveals a striking 
pattern with three-fold symmetry. Existing continuum models, which 
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neglect rod size, cannot predict this pattern. But numerical simulations 
which account for rod size can. In Chapter 3, I report experiments of 
actin !lament networks which were con!ned to rectangular chambers. I 
wrote customized so"ware to quantify local alignment. Filaments align 
either along the diagonal or parallel to the longest edges. #e results of 
both these chapters suggest that the boundary of a cell in$uences the 
alignment of its biological polymers.

In Chapter 4, I report experiments showing that septins bind to and 
bundle actin !laments. #ese results overthrow prevailing assumptions 
to the contrary. Surprisingly, growing actin !laments in the presence 
of septins lead to rings. I wrote customized so"ware to quantify their 
curvature. We do not yet understand how these rings form. Existing 
models disagree with our !ndings. #e results of this chapter suggest 
that septins can form actin rings inside cells—including the contractile 
ring which divides cells.

In Chapters 5 and 6, I report experiments with myosin motor 
proteins, which drive actin !laments. #is driving leads to muscle-
like contraction forces. Crosslink proteins are needed for contraction 
over long distances. But little is known about how crosslinks propagate 
force. I perform experiments with crosslinked, driven actin networks to 
address this question. In Chapter 5, I report that motors contract actin 
networks to clusters. I wrote customized so"ware to determine cluster 
size. #e size distribution of these clusters is scale-free, indicating critical 
behavior. Surprisingly, this behavior occurs more commonly than 
expected. Existing theories cannot predict this !nding. But numerical 
simulations which account for motor forces and crosslink detachment 
predict it. In Chapter 6, I extend the results in Chapter 5. I compare the 
e%ect of di%erent crosslinks and di%erent methods of weakening motor 
force. #e results of these chapters show that internal forces from myosin 
motors behave di%erently from external forces. #ey suggest that non-
muscle cells exploit this fact to determine the distance of contractions.

As for all !ve research chapters, we currently lack analytical 
physical models to explain our results. Future theoretical work will 
likely overcome this. In doing so, we will better understand the physical 
forces that a%ect the biological polymers inside cells. #is should allow 
researchers to better quantify how cells exert and resist forces.


